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Artist, sonologist and composer Voldemārs Johansons (born 1980) works with audio/
data in forms of composition, installation and performance. His experimental projects
involve an eclectic spectrum of light, darkness, sound modulations and atmosphere
and whose boundaries between media, disciplines, visible and invisible perception
melt away. For example, unusual wave sculptures, or space that reflects the illusions
of optical vision formed by waves of light of various lengths, a grid of self-resonating
strings that creates a sound motif and a mutable composition of rays of light. The
synergy of art and science has given rise to both visual structures and an atmosphere
in which one can immerse oneself by perceptual and audible means.
Johansons graduated from the Institute of Sonology at the Royal Conservatory of The
Hague (2007) and the Latvian Academy of Music (2012). His work deals with acoustics
and sound processing, examining aspects of spatiality, physicality and interaction
in context of real and virtual environments and their hybrid intersections. With his
sound sculptures and audiovisual installations, he has taken part in exhibitions, music
festivals, performances and new media events in Latvia and abroad. He also has done
sound and music productions and created sculptures for several theatre performances
and productions.
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The Emissions series combines and embodies several different subjects that I have
studied over the years. One of these general aspects explored in the series is the
alliance that arises from a composition of sound and form. As we can observe, sound
and space are closely related in the physical world. Firstly, a sound requires an expanse
of space to radiate from a source to a listener. And, secondly, the quality of the sound
that is produced and transmitted by a material body is determined by its physical
properties, such as density, thickness, area and form. From an artistic perspective, this
interlinked relationship leads to the question of organisation of relations and dimensions
within a given space – a problem that is shared with disciplines, such as music and
architecture.
One of my key interests in undertaking this piece was the evaluation of the constructive
approach. To observe how a composition that emerges from an application of relatively
linear and coherent design operations leads to a perceived complexity in a challenging
spatial landscape. To address these questions I decided to use an algorithmic strategy
that has become a tradition in the composition of avant-garde music in the 20th
century and subsequently has been introduced in architectural design. A very general
interest in the algorithmic and generative operations comes from the hope that these
procedures can produce results and structures that are not designed by one’s predefined
expectations but rather suggest unpredicted solutions.
This exercise resulted with an algorithmic and generative composition in space and
sound. The design of Op.34 employs an abstract geometrical approach to the space,
which, in collaboration with perspective and the nature of human perception, produces a
landscape that changes significantly in respect to the observers point of view.
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1. Sketch of spatial composition for Emissions b, 2011-13, black granite, electronics, wiring, ca. 305 × 220 cm

As is sometimes the case with works of architecture, the iteration of constructive
operations (however simple they might have been) that have led to a seemingly complex
structure might not be immediately evident. Awareness of the composition is achieved
by a sort of architectural overview that reveals the structure of organisation.
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The spatial and sonic relationship has been addressed in a number of previous works,
such as Concord (2010) and Op.39 (2014). One of the possible solutions to the problem of
space division involves the study of various systems of proportion. These systems have
been explored in architecture and music and, in essence, answer the question of rational
organisation of measures.
In particular, the measures of Emissions b were derived from the Neoplatonic ideas often
used in notable examples of Renaissance architecture. Designs from this era show the
application of a musical scale and ratios built on the basis of integers found in Plato’s
Lambda (Kappraff, 2002). Among the structures designed according to these principles
are such remarkable buildings as S. Maria Novella by Leon Battista Alberti (Wittkover,
1971) and Medici Chapel in Florence, built by Michelangelo (Williams, 1997).
In Emissions b, an abstract exploration of this system produces the structure of
composition that is based on the very same integer ratios.
In Op. 34, however, a different approach is employed. The Roman proportion, as it is
called, is a very simple yet powerful solution to the problem of the division of space. This
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2. Modular properties of S, SR and RR

system consists of three distinct shapes only: a square (S), a square root rectangle (SR)
and a Roman rectangle (RR). The SR is defined by the proportion of its sides in the ratio of
1:√2 and the RR can be constructed with S and SR.
The modular properties of the system [figure 2] allow for finding solutions to the problem
of filling or dividing any given area in the optimal way, using only rectangular shapes
which are in the ratios equal to S, SR or RR. In order to discover the sizes of stone
elements for the construction of Op.34 the properties of the Roman proportion were
coded into a software environment to perform a brute-force computation and fill up a
given blank canvas with S, SR and RR shapes.
This method provided a large number of differing charts of dense and gapless mazes,
filled with the three repeating shapes at different scales. The next step was to separate
and collect all the different instances of SR and RR. [Figure 3] The alignment of shapes
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3. Separation of RR (top) and SR (bottom)
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4. Generated scale of SR an RR sizes

led to the discovery of the logical scale of sizes of elements present in the given iteration.
Then the shapes were scaled to the actual dimensions within the range of possible
minimum and maximum sizes and produced a vocabulary of possible shapes [figure 4] of
stone elements to be used in the sculpture. The composition was constructed from nonrepeating elements selected from the SR and RR scale. These shapes were arranged
on the intersections of a rectangular grid of eight by eight cells and distributed on three
horizontal planes.
Although this composition of elements in space is realised with rigorously rational
methods of design, for a human perception that is bound to a certain angle of view, the
perspective produces a structure of complexity that masks the simple design operations
that it was based on.
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As Ilya Prigogine (1989) suggests, “instability and creativity are inherent to our world”. By
observating the physical world one might find that a constant state is as unlikely as is a
large jump in value. Although there is constant change, it cannot be predicted precisely
and also is not completely random. At the same time, we can perceive that the physical
and organic systems are fluctuating in a state of dynamic equilibrium. In contrast to
rigid design within most of the man-made systems – straight lines, right angles, regular
pulses of rhythms – an order of a different kind can be encountered within the natural
world. These phenomena are governed by an organisation that is not linear and can
exhibit chaotic qualities. Precisely these properties make the observation of physical
systems valuable for art and design practice.
At the heart of the composition lies a natural source of constrained randomness. The
time structure of the rhythm involved in Op.34 is acquired by live sampling of physical
unpredictability. This was achieved through construction of an experimental device
for observation of a physical phenomenon that serves as a data source. The device is
realised in the following way: a rotating disc that completes a full revolution in a little
over five minutes is covered with a geological material that emits charged particles at
irregular intervals. The disc player is equipped with a Geiger-Miller tube that registers
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5. Op.34, composition of SR an RR variations (video still)

—

the emission of ionised beta particles from the area of recording, right beneath the
detector head. The charged particles that pass through the detector tube are registered
as electric impulses that define the rhythmic structure of the piece.
As the recording slowly rotates under the detector, the number of transmitted impulses
per time unit fluctuates in accordance to the amount of radiant element within the
detection area. The disc is painted with Thorium, the amount of which varies according
to a designed Tendency mask1, a compositional device used to limit random values
within dynamic bounds of minimum and maximum values. In Op.34 however, the mask
is applied to vary the amount of radiant element and thus regulate the mean temporal
density of random events, while the intervals of occurrence of events are governed
by pure chance, free from conscious design. The fluctuating element within this
construction is the delta time interval between two consecutive impulses that cannot be
easily predicted.
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In the course of designing Op.34, a selection of SR and RR shapes were produced from
stone slices as thin as structurally feasible. The black granite material was chosen due
to its dense structure and resonance that results in distinct sonic properties. Each of
the granite surfaces is equipped with an electric mechanism for production of acoustic
impulses on the stones that are arranged within the field of work to form an acoustic
construction in space. This design establishes a link between the resonant acoustics of
the stone and the detection of an emission process so that each registration of an ionized
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6. Surface of the LP recording (detail)

particle is identified and rendered to the perception by an audible impulse on the surface.
Although the particular situation exhibits a nearly direct translation of a naturally
occurring process, the complex spatiotemporal rhythm it creates is surprisingly
irregular on the Micro2 time scale. We can observe that the spatial arrangement of the
sound sources is superimposed with a translation of a naturally occurring rhythm that
creates a unique perceptual situation of two contrasting orders in spatial and temporal
domains. The spatial distribution of the sound sources within the field of the work offers
a remarkable acoustic experience of spatial composition that becomes increasingly
pronounced and amplified as the visual perception is stilled.
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A compositional process introduced by composer Gottfried Michael Koenig in the program Project II
(1967–1969).
According to Roads “Time Scales of Music” in C. Roads, Microsound. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2002.
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Op. 34 (Emission)
Op. 34 is a sculptural composition of black granite surfaces, formed in a specified
system of proportions. Using the resonance properties of stone, it creates a
perceptible acoustic record of waves/particles of ionising radiation. The choice
of material is determined by its density and distinct resonance properties, which
make the shape of the stone audible.
The Emissions series of works creates a situation of perception, where rationallybuilt spatio-visual order and irrational yet objectively existing and physically
observable sequence in time overlap. In the installation Op. 34 the observations of
rhythm take place in real time. The applied rhythmical sequence is a reflection of
the waves/particles of ionising radiation, crossing the exhibition space as a result
of emission.
To conduct the recording of particles of ionising radiation – gamma rays and high
energy beta rays – a Geiger-Müller counter is used. When a high energy particle
crosses the electric field of the Geiger receptor, an avalanche discharge process
takes place, allowing the presence of a particle to be detected. The installation
transforms this electric impulse into another impulse, which causes movement
of the electromagnetic solenoid and oscillates the stone surface, creating an
acoustically perceptible event.
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Op. 34 (Emission). From series Emissions. 2014
Black granit, electronics, wiring
800 × 800 × 650 cm
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Op.39 (from series Standingwaves)
Op.39 echoes the author’s other works that reveal his interest in various materials
which enable the observation of sound perception and experience in various
audiovisual forms.
The artwork consists of steel pipes arranged in cluster-like sculptural
compositions that, with the help of an electronic controller and air flow, propagate
a low pitch sound composition in time. The work was inspired by the sound of
organ, its power and wide range of possibilities – this sculpture, too, is an acoustic
instrument, and its steel pipes are constructed similarly to square pipes used
in organs. The work’s distinctly physical and straightforward method of sound
emission allows the listener to directly experience various specific acoustic
phenomena, such as sound wave amplitude modulations or interferences,
influenced by airflow and temperature or wind force.
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Op.39. From series Standingwaves. 2014
Steel, air, electronics, sculpture, ca. 2000 × 100 × 400 cm
Exhibition view from Riga Cathedral Garden Gallery
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Attractors

—

The exhibition Attractors examined the assumption that similar principles
govern the emergence of forms and ornaments among living creatures and
inorganic matter. Based on theories derived from fractal geometry, as well as
extensive studies on the formation of various elements in nature – shorelines, ice
crystals, branches of plants, etc. – this research suggests that the trajectories of
movement of biological organisms might be related to specific ornaments.
In Attractors the artist studies an ant colony of several thousand insects placed
in an artificial environment that simulates a natural ecosystem. Analysing and
correlating the data thus acquired, he models new graphic and sculptural forms,
presenting the movements and pathways of ants going about their daily routines
for the aesthetic observation of the viewers.
In the exhibition Attractors the artist displayed also two-dimensional drawings and
three-dimensional sculptures from translated signals – a collection of diverse
recordings of nonlinear and dynamic processes encountered in nature, ranging
from rare acoustic situations to audifications of events that are not inherently
sonic.
They represented physical phenomena such as geothermal processes,
atmospheric electromagnetic activity, flows of currents and electrochemical
reactions, among others. Most of these signals cannot be detected by the ordinary
human ear, but the data fluctuation can be recorded by the use of specific
scientific instruments such as seismographs, accelerometers and others.
The forms and shapes observable in a physical environment (not directly created
by conscious human design) are rich in patterns and combinations of shapes that
potentially possesses aesthetic value, “phenomena in nature are at once detailed,
structured and unpredictable” [Gleick, 1987]. Signals as acoustic time series are
one-dimensional data. When presented through a prism of artistic interpretation,
they can reveal organizational patterns that are otherwise hidden and extend
beyond a subjective viewpoint.
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Atractors. 2012
Ink on paper
165 × 110 cm

Attractors. 2012
View of the exhibition
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—
Concord
Inspired by the work of Pythagoras, who, according to popular legend, used a
monochord instrument to study acoustics, this piece explored the organization
of several glowing and resonating metal strings of various lengths (one to
seven metres). Strings of heat-resistant alloy were caused to vibrate by sending
electronic current through a metal wire exposed to a magnetic field (a method
devised by American composer Alvin Lucier).
The tension of the strings and the corresponding pitch of sound created a
certain musical succession, the total of which forms a harmonious chord. As
the frequency of the alternating current coincided with the resonances and
overtones of the string, mechanical vibration occurred and a sound was produced.
With the increase of current, the wire became glowing-hot, thus emitting light
and exposing the standing sound waves. The strings were fixed to resonators
that amplified and radiated vibrations in space without the use of conventional
loudspeakers.
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Concord. 2009 / 2010
Sites specific sound and light environment
Steel, electronics, amplification, dimensions variable
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